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Soul of India lives in 
its villages which are 
true reflections of its 
diverse culture; 
witnessing the 
existence of 
local customs and 
rituals encompassing 
religious and 
supernatural 
beliefs & practices 
depicting social 
traditions alive in the 
collective memory of 
the villagers.
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Each Indian State gathers in itself a unique style of folk 
painting expressing the myths which explains the existence of 
local rituals.  

Andhra Pradesh
Kalamkari(62) 

Orrisa
Sohrai(150)

Himachal Pradesh
Kangra(35)

Sikkim
Thumka(17)Gujarat

Pithora(35)
Matanepachedi(20)

West Bengal
Santhal(55)

Maharashtra
Warli(320)

Karnataka
Ganjifa(45)

Madhya Pradesh
Gond(70)

Bihar
Madhubani(500)
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“HUTK” attempts to open 
the doors of these hidden 
folklores, cultural 
pluralism, 
heroic ballads & epic 
poetry preserved in 
oral tradition to the 
world through its 
initiative of
Contemporizing Indian 
Folk Art 
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Warli Pithora Madhubani

GondBhilSanthal

Come with us to a journey to explore 15 
different art forms 30,000 artisans across 
8 Indian states and innumerous folktales.
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What 
makes us 
HUTK?

We are NOT just aggregators but 
innovators and storytellers. HUTK 
justifies its name by bringing in unique 
and different innovative products to its 
customers. 

Product innovation

Conceptual Innovation

Material Innovation

HUTK design team sits with the rural artisans to 
give it a contemporary diversified basket of products 
and silhouettes as per the global demand trends and 
consumer preferences

HUTK design team sits with the rural artisans to 
give it a contemporary diversified basket of products 
and silhouettes as per the global demand trends and 
consumer preferences

HUTK design team sits with the rural artisans to 
give it a contemporary diversified basket of products 
and silhouettes as per the global demand trends and 
consumer preferences
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Its just not the random placements of motifs here & 
there. Explore with HUTK the spiritual rationale be-
hind these folklores

Vehicle of Shiva; associated with 
agricultural activities; symbolizes 
power and forces of procreation 

and reproduction.

The most recurring motif in folk paintings; 
it is infused with multilevel symbolism; 
it is the seat of the goddess; symbolizes 

space; signifies auspiciousness.

A symbol of power, energy,
 wealth and abundance. 
It also represents 
movement, 
desire and 
passion. It is 
a vehicle of 
Sun, Moon, 
Venus and 
Jupiter. It is a 
symbol of royal 
power. Fish represents 

sexual desire 
and is a 

symbol of
fertility,

prosperity 
and good luck.

Signifies 
love and
beauty. 
It is the 
vehicle of 
Kartikeya and 
Saraswati.

Vehicle of Kamdeva, 
deity of love and sex. 
Parrot symbolizes 
sensual desires; also 
appears as brother to 
young maidens. A important 
part of marriage decoration.

It is a symbol of 
power, strength, 
energy, wealth, 
abundance and 

knowledge.It 
is associated

 with Indra,
 the vedic deity.

Snake is a folk 
deity; it is

 linked with 
water bodies; 
it represents 

time. It is also 
a symbol of fertility.
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SECTION I
Thematic & Material 
Innovation

HUTK makes an attempt to contemprise 
the Indian folk art forms by weaving 
modernity into it while keeping the 
sanctity of the folk motifs alive. 

HUTK further introduces you to 
sustainable fashion by introducing R3 
fabrics used in presenting these art 
forms. 
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The 
R3 Fibres

It makes it the 15th biggest plastic polluter globally. 
Join the HUTK drive to promote the usage of recyclable
fabric made out of single use plastics. Every product that 
you see in this section has been successful in eradicating 
7 plastic bottles on which a contemporised version of folk 
art is presented in the modern mould. 

Did you know India generates nearly 
26,000 tons of plastic waste every day?

SAY NO TO PLASTIC!
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VEDPPFL01

VEDPPFL02
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VEDPPFL03

VEDPPFL04
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VEDPPFL05

VEDPPFL07

VEDPPFL06

VEDPPFL08
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VEDPPFL09

VEDPPFL11

VEDPPFL10

VEDPPFL12
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VEDPPFL13

VEDPPFL14
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SECTION II
Sustainability continues…

HUTK appreciates a strong 
need to replace non- renewable, 
non-degradable, and synthetic 
materials with renewable,
bio-degradable,and natural 
material thus extending 
visibility to unique indigenous 
fabrics of Indian villages to the 
global markets. 

Using sustainable fabrics as a base 
for hand paint, HUTK  brings in a 
healthy & environmental impact in 
fashion space while also 
bringing in the design innovation 
to enhance the apparel utility. 

All shirts depicted in this section are unisex.
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HUTK promotes use of 
Banana fabric as an 
alternate use of this waste 
which has a strong moisture 
absorption quality. It absorbs 
as well as releases moisture
very fast. It is bio- degradable 
and has no negative effect on 
environment and thus can be 
categorized as eco-friendly 
fiber.
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VEDEFSBAH01

Hainpainted
Banana fabric
Shirts...
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The material, which has similar 
appearance to canvas, is also 
biodegradable and claimed to be 
nearly Carbon Neutral. 
For anyone who suffers from 
skin sensitivities spurred on by 
synthetic fabrics, eucalyptus 
clothing is an ideal alternative. 
Non itchy, Odor Resistant and 
Hypoallergenic. 

Earn Water 
Foot Print
The trees require 
little water to grow 
and are typically found 
on landwhich is unsuitable 
for agriculture.

HUTK promotes use of 
handpainted 

Eucalyptus 
Fabric
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VEDEFSEUH02
Hainpainted
Eucylyptus
Shirts...

VEDEFSEUH01
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Lotus fabric has unique 
properties. It is naturally 
soft, light especially 
breathable and almost 
wrinkle free. It’s probably 
the most ecological fabric 
in the world  containing no 
chemicals or toxic products.

HUTK 
promotes use of 

Lotus 
Fabric
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VEDEFSSOH02
Hainpainted
Lotus Fabric
Shirts...
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HUTK 
promotes 
use of 

Soybean 
Fabric

This eco-friendly fabric is derived 
from food production waste as it is 
made from the hulls of Soy Beans. 
Because the plant itself is easily 
renewable and the fiber biodegrades 
more quickly than oil-based 
products like polyester, its use has 
minimal environmental impact. 
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VEDEFSSOH01VEDEFSSOH03

Hainpainted
Soybean Fabric

Shirts...
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Corn Fabric has similar 
characteristics to polyester 
staple fibre. It has the lustre of 
silk, meanwhile its moisture
regain surpass polyester, so the 
fabric made of it is much 
comfortable.It has the 
character of low flammability 
and smoke exertion. 
Its flexibility and curl recovery 
is very good. Corn Fabric has 
good shape retention and 
anticrease, it has excellent 
touch and drape and a
good dye ability.

Corn
Fabric

Environmental Protection:

The Corn Fiber is produced by the Poly lactic Acid (PLA) which is 
fermented from the corn amylum. The fiber comes from natural 
renewable resources. It is the blended fiber and not made of petro
chemicals. It can be recycled into fertilizer and decomposable. It has 
low CO2 and CO emission from burning. Hence it is an environmental 
material of the 21st Century.

HUTK promotes use of 

VEDEFSCOH01
Madhubani painted 
Corn fabric.
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VEDEFSCOH03

VEDEFSCOH02

Hainpainted
Corn Fabric
Shirts...
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VEDEFSBA01

VEDEFSSO01

VEDEFSCO01

Plain Soybean
Fabric Shirts…

Plain Banana
Fabric Shirts…

Plain Corn 
Fabric Shirts...
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Contemperised 
Handpainted
T-Shirts

SECTION III
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Digitized 
Lion with 
painted 
falling 
leaves

VEDCH01
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Hand 
painted 
Madhubani 
Ants 
cross the 
Digitized 
magnifying 
glass

VEDCH03
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VEDCH07 VEDCH08 VEDCH09

VEDCH05VEDCH04 VEDCH06

VEDCH10 VEDCH11 VEDCH12
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VEDCH26 VEDCH22

VEDCH25

VEDCH16 VEDCH17

VEDCH18
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VEDCH31

VEDCH27 VEDCH28

VEDCH32

VEDCH34 VEDCH36
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VEDCH14
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SECTION IV
Pure 
Handpainted
T-Shirts
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VEDH01

VEDH02

Converting 
Wall Art on 
T-Shirts
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VEDH04

VEDH03
VEDH06

VEDH07

VEDH05
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VEDH08
VEDH09

VEDH10
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VEDH12

VEDH14

VEDH13

VEDH11
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VEDH15

VEDH17

VEDH16

VEDH18
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VEDH19

VEDH24

VEDH25

VEDH25
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Pure 
Handpainted
Tops

SECTION V

HUTK appreciates 
a strong need for
innovations in 
designing.
Our dedicated 
designers and creative 
team comes out with
interesting style 
interventions in 
silhouettes towards 
placement of
these art 
forms. 

VEDHH01

……..each 
style is 
handcrafted 
uniquely to 
give a HUTK 
experience to the 
wearer.
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VEDHH02
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VEDHH03
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VEDHH04
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VEDHH05
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VEDHH06
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VEDHH07
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Handcrafted 
Products

SECTION VI

HUTK appreciates 
a strong need 
for innovations
in designing. 
Our dedicated 
designers 
and creative 
team comes 
out with 
interesting 
style 
interventions 
on various 
products. 

……..each style is 
handcrafted 
uniquely to give a 
HUTK experience 
to the user.
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“HUTK tweak 
these kettles to bring 
a modern look to your 
restaurants keeping it’s 
traditional form intact.”
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Of the artisans…
By the artisans…
Handcrafted just for you….
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Wide 
range to 
choose from...
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Serving 
Trays

Wide range to choose from…
these are just indications

HUTK tweak these trays in 
unique style which gives you 
a traditional feel with 
contemporary yet 
classic look.
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Wide range 
to choose 
from…
This is just 
an indication.

Keys 
Holder
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VEDHKC01

VEDWHC01

VEDSJB01

VEDSJB01

Keys 
Holder
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It’s just not the kettles and trays but 
also the traditionally used oil lamps.
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Wide range 
to choose 
from…
These 
are just 
indications.
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Hand Painted Dairies
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VEDPD01

Wide range to choose from…
This is just an indication.

Pen Drives
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VEDMPD06 VEDMPD07

VEDMPD08 VEDMPD09

Mouse Pads

Wide range to choose from…These are just indications.
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Let’s give light to our rural artisans 
Join hands with HUTK towards protecting diminishing art forms of 
India & enhance the livelihood of the artisans, experiencing the true 
essence of rural India.  

Our core 
strength comes 
from the team 
of folk artists 
across the 
villages in 
India.

info@hut-k.in

www.hut-k.in

/BrandHUTK

/BrandHUTK

+91-9717471899

Vibhanshu Chaturvedi  
Founders, Vedicincarnations

Manoj Kumar
& 

+91-8800184857


